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A Comment on Two Heavyweight Letters to the Congressional Subcommittee on IP
by
Sigram Schindler1)
TU Berlin & TELES Patent Rights International GmbH
www.fstp-expert-system.com

August 05, 2019
The Honorable Thom Tillis
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary,
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Christopher Coons
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary,
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Jerrold Nadler
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable Doug Collins
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Tillis, Ranking Member Coons, Chairman Nadler, and Ranking Member Collins !
Making it short by speaking quite frankly: Both letters cannot help you. None of them namely brings light into
the § 101 darkness that since years covers the US National Patent System (‘NPS’) ─ while this letter does.
They both suggest opposite ways out from this darkness without explaining, ●how this PE disaster could
have come over the US NPS or only ●whether there is a chance to roll this PE disaster back into light.
By contrast to both of them, this letter addresses exactly these two issues: It shows what caused this PE
darkness threatening the US NPS, and that recognizing & acknowledging this cause immediately terminates
this PE-disaster ─ as actually happens by the USPTO under Andrei Iancu’s fortunate guidance[540].
To this end, the next paragraphs first recapitulate and thus enlighten the then sheer incredible failures of the
USPTO & CAFC causing that PE disaster, before finally is shown that recognizing/acknowledging these
failures directly leads to definitively terminating it ─ though slower than inevitable6), as indicated in[540,545] already.
The PE dilemma began manifesting itself, when the Supreme Court with its KSR decision began to reject a
series of CAFC decisions about “Emerging Technology Claimed Inventions, ETCIs” as considering them inadequate for overcoming challenges posed by them2) ─ e.g. in Mayo: ETCIs’ robustness under classic SPL.
The PE dilemma then quickly spread, in spite of the evidently massive underinterpretation of Alice’s PEanalysis3). This underinterpretation has been provided seemingly first by the USPTO and thereafter by
1
2
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See ANNEX I for my CV.
─ probably looking already at the future of BIOtech patents & their impacts on the US innovativity and recognizing that
they are threatening the entire US NPS by vastly blocking the latter. A classic patent on an ETCI namely potentially clusters into
its scope dozens of its future (perhaps even not yet known) applications ─ in spite of their still being in status nascendi or even
totally unknown and first to be discovered by elaborate R&D. Indeed, e.g. CRISPR patents meanwhile granted by the USPTO
embody dozens of such applications. This fully confirms the then concerns by the Supreme Court.
Finally, the Supreme Court by its ‘Alice specification’ resolved this problem by itself in a truly Solomonic manner. The FSTP-Project grasped this initially only partially, yet after a while fully and publicly communicated it, even assessing that the Supreme
Court’s cognitions cannot be denied as it proved them scientifically/mathematically. The CAFC and DCs just as the USPTO refused to
keep up with this progress in mathematical BIOAI ─ and instead grossly misinterpreted Alice, as next shown in detail.
on which the USPTO & CAFC primarily and explicitly based their common interpretation of the framework.
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the CAFC strangely accepted: It namely simply ignores several key notions of the framework’s PE-analysis,
although the Supreme Court used some of them repeatedly.
5 of these not commonly known and by the USPTO & CAFC underinterpreted key notions of the PE-analysis in
the Supreme Court’s framework are: 1.) “concept” (5 X used alone in the PE-analysis specification on p.7:
totally ignored), 2.) “preemptivity” (very often used in most framework-opinions of the Supreme Court:
totally ignored), 3.) “transform the nature of the claim” (1 X used in the PE-analysis specification on p.7:
totally ignored), 4.) “the patent …. amounts to significantly more than a patent …” (1 X used in the
PE-analysis specification on p.7: totally ignored), 5.) “sufficient to ensure ... ” (1 X used in the PE-analysis specification on p.7: totally ignored).
With totally ignoring 5 keywords of the framework’s PE-analysis specification, the USPTO & CAFC had then no
chance to correctly identify the rational SPL-framework-based ETCI-test for deciding its being PE, i.e. that it
meets all requirements that the Supreme Court requires to be met. Indeed: It is impossible. By contrast, when taking
these 5 key words into account, this test is found by simple straight forward thinking. It is the FSTP-Test in ANNEX III. It is
framework-based, i.e. it meets all requirements that the Supreme Court stated to be met4).
Instead of seriously trying to find this correct framework interpretation, both institutions preferred the much
easier way to develop a highly metaphysical5) freestyle interpretation of the Supreme Court’s framework ─
which inevitably caused the known PE disaster as it ignores the limitations embodied by the 5 keywords.
As promised above, finally is shown that from the just said the PE disaster’s termination directly follows ─ i.e.
from recognizing/acknowledging that the described framework misinterpretation causes the PE disaster.
The best evidence of this immediate consequence is provided by the dramatic change of course steered by
the USPTO since Andrei Iancu is its director. From his first days in office on, he clearly expressed that the
former interpretation of the Supreme Court’s framework is wrong ─ as by its boundless vagueness evidently
contradicting the US Constitution and the Supreme Court: None of them would invite all these chaotic
decisions in the lower courts and in his house, as done by this former framework interpretation.
He started by dropping the equally vague & hence misleading ‘Broadest Reasonable Interpretation, BRI’ and
then moved his ‘2019 PE-Guideline’ tightly to the Supreme Courts PE-analysis6) in Alice ─ which has univocally
been welcome by the entire patent community and dramatically improved the PTAB’s PE decisions.
Dear Honorables! I hope this information about the PE dilemma ─ by the two above letters not addressed ─ is of
some help to you by spotlighting it.
Sincerely yours,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Sigram Schindler
4

5

6

The FSTP-Test is surprisingly powerful, by taking the 35 USC/SPL to a higher level of development than any other SPL worldwide: It namely scientizes/mathematizes the US SPL and all ETCIs passing it, i.e. it achieves totally unexpected results[545].
The then USPTO & CAFC didn’t present a single mathematician familiar with advanced System Design (as developed in the 70s),
mathematical KR and AI (as of this century until very recently), some Philosophy (espec. Nonmaterialism/Idealism[549]), and SPL.
Also the hearings by the Congressional Subcommittee didn’t comprise a scientist of this profile. He/She would have
confirmed what is expressed by this letter: That the philosophical flavor of the Supreme Court’s framework ─ indispensable for enabling briefly indicating its semiotic notions ─ may be misunderstood by readers without this background.
The only rationality in the USPTO’s & CAFC’s framework interpretation is the notion “two step“ ─ yet, its meaning denotes a two
step ‘analysis’, but not a two step ‘test’. A more careful consideration of the PE problem to be solved would have told both
institutions that a PE analysis may focus on its two most crucial compound steps (as Alice does), while a PE test evidently must
not do this ─ due to the many more requirements (namely 9, as shown by the FSTP-Test in ANNEX III) stated by the Supreme
Court indispensably to be met by an ETCI for being PE.
The in the 2019-PE-Guideline still missing ETCI requirements[540,545] ─ stated by the Supreme Court’s Alice decision for excluding unlimited preemptive ETCIs from being patented (repeatedly proven in FSTP emails) ─ are likely to emerge in one of its next versions.
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ANNEX I
Curriculum Vitae of the Author





Born in Lodz (Poland) in 1936,
German nationality since 1939,
Resident of Germany since 1945,
Abitur in Bavaria in 1956.

Academic Career:












Mainly self-financed studies at the Technical University of Berlin (TUB) – applied mathematics, theoretical
physics, abstract mathematics, several arts.
Diploma thesis on non-relativistic elementary particle theory (Schrödinger theory), doctoral thesis on satellite
mechanics (optimal orbit transfers), habilitation thesis on operating systems (multiprocessor scheduling).
From 1971: Co-author of the program for establishing information sciences at the German Universities, as
member of the German Federal Government's resp. board (being the academic IT representative for Berlin to
the Federal Minister for Research and Technology).
Additionally from 1971: Participation in the preparation, definition, foundation and administrative implementation of the Department of Information Sciences at the TUB.
Since 1972: Professor and since 1974 full professor of operating systems (later also of communication
systems) in the Department of Information Sciences at the TUB – after several calls from other universities.
Ramping up, for many years, awareness of the upcoming telecommunications technologies in Germany, by
running on behalf of the GI (= Gesellschaft für Informatik, the German nationwide academic society of information and telecommunications technologies) the annual Telecommunications conferences at the TUB.
Chairman of many teaching and studies committees, research and development committees, and
examination boards for the various Information Sciences programs at the TUB.
More than a dozen students made become university professors.
1976 to 1994: Member of national, European and international bodies for development, promotion and
standardization of future IT technologies, in particular LAN/telecommunications/text/security technologies.
1996: Application for sabbatical leave from teaching responsibilities at the TUB, granted for the "hands-on
management" of TELES AG (see below).
2001: Emeritus of TUB, indispensable at German universities’ retirement age.

Business Career:








1981: Foundation of TELES GbR, and 1983: Foundation of TELES as GmbH, with shareholder's equity of
DM 50 thousand, sole shareholder and general manager. Then focus of TELES GmbH: development,
manufacturing and distribution of advanced telecommunications and security technologies and systems.
1996: Transformation of TELES GmbH to an AG, at annual revenues of DM 22 million, sole shareholder & CEO.
1998: IPO of TELES AG, at annual revenues of DM 100 million, majority shareholder and CEO until today.
1999: Refocus of TELES on value-added Internet systems & acquisition of the webhosting start-up STRATO.
Since 2002: Member of the National Economic Affairs Council of the CDU.
2005: Sale by TELES of its subsidiary STRATO AG for more than € 130 M$.
2005 – today: After retiring from TELES’ operational business, first developing a portfolio of international
patents for future mobile networking applications. Then ─ induced by the US Supreme Court ─ Creating/Running
the by the author with more than 20 M$ privately financed FSTP-R&D-Project investigating the mathematical
scientification of (nationally very similar) SPLs for ETCIs, i.e. the notional rationalization & mathematization of
patents on them. This led to developing the FSTP-Test, the FSTP-Technology, and its incredibly powerful
results based on it (see ANNX II). The FSTP-Project’s Reference List of Publications (FSTP = Facts Screening/Transforming/Presenting) and at www.fstp-expert-system.com.
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ANNEX II
Excerpt from the FSTP-Project’s Reference List
Many FSTP-Project mails, including this one, are written in preparation of the textbook[182] – i.e. are not fully self-explanatory independent of other FSTP-mails
[5] S. Schindler: “Math. Modeling SPL Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up”, Yokohama, 2012*)
[9] S. Schindler: “Patent Business ─ Before Shake-up”, 2015, 2017, Q3/2019.
[69] USSC, Transcript of the oral argument in Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank, 31.03.2014*).
[113] S. Schindler: “The CAFC’s Rebellion is Over – The USSC, by Mayo/Biosig/Alice,
...”, publ. 07.08.2014*).
[140] S. Schindler: “§ 101 Bashing or § 101 Clarification”, published 27.10.2014*).
[182] S. Schindler: “Basics of Mathem. Innovation Theory and AI Based Patent
Technology”, Textbook, in prep.
[314] J. Duffy: "Counterproductive Notice in Literalistic v. Peripheral Claiming", U.
of Virginia, June 2016*).
[372] S. Schindler: ‘"IDLs” & KRs, and Easily Drafting&Testing Patents for
Robustn.’, pbl., 16.05.2017*)
[374] Justice Thomas: Friendly Comment, 04.12.2015 *)
[415] S. Schindler: “The USPTO’s §101/Biotech WS: Its PE-Test is Too Vague …”,
12.09.2017*)
[459] S. Schindler: “Andrei Iancu’s Promises of More Certainty in USPTO’s PEDecisions – Hope- or Harmful?”, publ. 03.05.2018*)
[468] S. Schindler: “Andrei Iancu’s Further Pub. Discuss. about USPTO’s Serv.”,
publ. 11.05.2018*)
[477] S. Schindler: “Rationality Returns in the US SPL-Drama – it now has a White
Knight.”, 21.06.2018*)
[478] A. Iancu: “Remarks delivered at the AEI”, 21.06.2018*)
[479] S. Schindler: “Dropping the BRI-Standard is Necessary! But … ”,
publ.09.07.2018.
[480] S. Schindler: “A Fresh Look at the USPTO’s PE-Guidance ─ …”,
publ.19.07.2018.
[482] S. Schindler: “Andrei Iancu ─ After 100+ Days Even Stronger on Track.”,
publ. 25.07.2018*)
[488] S. Schindler: “UC’s vs. Broad/MIT/Harvard’s CRISPR Patents & the
Supreme Court’s Framework”, Part I, publ. 20.09..2018*)
[489] S. Schindler: “UC’s vs. Broad/MIT/Harvard’s ….”, Part II, publ. 25.10..2018*)
[495] S. Schindler, B. Wittig: ”UC’s vs. Broad’s CRISPR Patents …”, Part III,
publ. 30.01.2019*)
[500] S. Schindler: “Andrei Iancu’s § 101 Challenge ─ Becoming his § 101
Success Story? The USPTO’s Recent Claim Interpretation May Render
Alice’s § 101 Test As Patent Champion.”, 14.11.2018*)
[503] S. Schindler, B. Wittig: ”UC’s vs. Broad’s …. ”, Part IV,. 18.03.2019
[504] USPTO: The 2019 §§ 101&112 Guidelines, 04.01.2019*)
[508] B. Wittig, S. Schindler: “UC’s vs. Broad/MIT/Harvard’s CRISPR Patents &
the Supreme Court’s Framework ─ Graphical Support in (M)BIOETCI
Specification’, Part V”, , to be pub. In Q3/2019.

[510] S. Schindler: “Finally, CAFC & USPTO Started Friendly ….! One Year of
Andrei Iancu’s Spirit in the USPTO ─ and All US Legal Patent-Business is of
Good-Will.”, publ. 05.03.2019.*)
[513] A. Iancu: ’Opening Remarks of 14. APLI’, USPTO, 21.03.2019.
[519] B. Stoll: “Courts Can Resolve Patent Eligibility Problems, Iancu Says”, ABAIPL, 12.04.2019*).
[520] S. Schindler::“Andrei Iancu Will Resolve the PE-Problem as Required by
Incentivizing Innovation”, ABA-IPL, 21.04.2019*)
[526] S. Schindler: “The Congress’s New § 101 Initiative Accelerates Consolidating &
Improving the PE Notion Vastly Agreed”, this mail, publ.15.05.2019*)
[527] T. Tillis, C.Coons, D. Collins, H. Johnson, S. Stivers: “Press Release”, publ.
17.04.2019*)
[530] A. Iancu: “Statement delivered before the US House Subcommittee on Courts,
IP, and the Internet Committee on the Judiciary”, DC, 09.05.2019*)
[536] S. Schindler::”The Congressional Committee’s PE Initiative Basically Confirms
USPTO’s 2019 PE-Guideline ─ Yet the Latter’s Vastly Agreed § 101 Meaning
Requires Further Specificity for being PE[526] ─”, publ. 30.05.2019*)
[537] S. Schindler::”The Senate Subcommittee will by its § 101 Enquiry Settle this
Issue, with no Vagueness or Clustering in US SPL”” publ. 22.06.2019*)
[540] S. Schindler: “Andrei Iancu’s PTO-PE-2019-GuideLine Approaches the Framework ─ Broadly Agreed! The P. R. by Sens. Tillis & Coons ─ about the
CAFC’s PE Uncertainties ─ Promises Rapid Relief.”, publ. 15.07.2019*)
[541] Tillis, Coons: “What We Learned at Patent Reform Hearings”, publ. 24.06.2019*)
[542] A. Iancu: “The Current State of Innovativity within the Legal System ─ Views on
Evolving Protection for IPRs in the US from the USPTO and the Courts.”,
NYIPLA, 21.06.2019, publ. 18.07.2019*)
[543] B. Stoll: “Update on 35 USC § 101 & Recent Legislation”, publ. June 2019 *)
[544] Sens. Tillis, Coons: “Statement on key Federal Circuit decision, continued
uncertainty about patent eligibility”, Press Release, 08.07.2019.*)
[545] S. Schindler, D. Schönberg, J. Schulze, ”Metarational and Mathematical Claim
Interpretation and Claim Construction for an ETCI”, publ. 29.07.2019*)
[546] CAFC: Athena vs. Mayo, 03.07.2019*).
[547] R. Davis: „Iancu Says USPTO Patent Eligibility Guidance Bringing Clarity”,
Law360*)
[548] B. Stoll, mail,25.07.2019.
[549] G. Berkely: “A treatise concerning the principles of human knowledge”, 1710.
[550] S. Schindler: “A Comment on Two Heavyweight Letters to the Congressional
Subcommittee on IP”, this mail, publ. 05.08.2019*)
*) docs & complete Ref. List on www.FSTP-expert-system.com

ANNEX III
The FSTP-Test
(Meta)rational Claim Interpretation, mratCI:
<external input::= mratCI in IDL, internal output ::= a COM(mratETCI)>
& begin
1) if [COM(ETCI) is factually E-complete˄-correct˄-definite˄{O-crC0n = ˄1≤kn≤Kn(E-crC0knE-ncrC0kn),∀1≤n≤N} ˄ Σ1≤n≤N Kn=K] then go on;
2) if [{(O-inC0n, E-inC0kn) | ∀1≤n≤N ˄ 1≤kn≤Kn} are ex- or implicitly lawfully_disclosed] then go on;
3) if [O-crC0n is ex- or implicitly enablingly disclosed, ∀1≤n≤N] then
output mratE-crCS = COM(mratETCI)h) & stop.
(Meta)Rational Claim Construction, (m)ratCC:
<internal input::= COM(mratETCI), external output ::= COM(ratETCI)>
& begin:
mrat
mrat
4) if [COM( ETCI) is ‘directed to an exceptional concept’, i.e. rat’comprises in the nPE TT0f) an E-xcrC’] then go on; d)
5) if [COM(mratETCI) has mrat‘an application of …’, i.e. rat’an application that uses a TT0f) without modifying it’] then go on;
6) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘transforming the nature of the claim’, i.e. rat‘transforming the nPE claim of TT0 into the PE ETCI’] then go on;
7) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat’significantly more than ...’, i..e. rat’E-crCSETCI\\TT0 basically independent of E-crCSTT0]. I input COM(RSmrat) and go on;
8) if [COM(mratETCI) has a ratdefinable A/N-Matrix over RS] then go on;
………………………………………..
9) if [COM(mratETCI) has a ratnon-cherry-picking creative height, crH ≥ 2)] then
I output ‘COM(ETCI)rat is PA’j) & stop;
Mathematical Claim Construction, matCC:
<internal input::= COM(ratETCI), external output ::= COM(matETCI)>
& begin:
4’) if [E-xcrCSTT0 ≠ Φ+]a) then go on; d)
5’) if [(TT0scope(E-crCSETCI)  scope(E-crCSTT0)) ˄ ((( E-crC° ETCI\TT0) ˄ ( E-crC°° TT0)) : E-crC° | E-crC°°)] then go on;
6’) if [( E-crC*  E-crCSETCI\TT0) ˄ (∄ E-xcrCE-crCSETCI\TT0)] then go on;
7’) if [E-crC* ≇ E-crCSTT0] e)
I input COM(RSmrat) and go on;
8’) if [∀i,n,k∃Δi,n,k ∷= if (E-crCink = E-crC0nk) ‘A’ else ‘N’ is mathematically definable] then go on;
9’) if [crH ::= ∑1≤n≤N (min∀i[1,I] I{<Δi,n,1=’N’, ...., Δi,n,Kn=’N’>}I )≥2] then
I output ‘COM(ETCI)mat is PA’j) & stop;
The FSTP-Test in IDL notation with CC in (m)ratKR& matKR ─ i.e. an ETCI’s factually&legally necessary&sufficient 9 test.o for satisfying SPL.
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